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Abstract: 

Land was an unambiguous constraint for growth in the preindustrial period. It was 

overcome through the transition from traditional land-based goods to coal, a punctiform 

energy resource. Pomeranz (2000) suggested that the British industrial revolution was 

also spurred by having access to overseas land, primarily from colonies. In this regard 

he claimed that cotton imports were quantitatively more important than coal in 

liberating Britain from its land constraint in its early industrialization. This paper takes 

this argument and analysis one step further by investigating not only the imports to 

Britain but also its exports of all significant land-using or –substituting products. This 

gives an entirely different picture of Britain’s role as a nexus of international exchange. 

Apart from in the early 19th century, when potash constituted a major land-demanding 

import, Britain was a net-exporter of land embodied in traded commodities. In other 

words, the core was not simply appropriating flows of land and resources from abroad 

but it provided trading partners with at least as many, if not more, land-expanding 

resources. 

Introduction 

A number of influential analyses have defined the essential growth constraint of the pre-

industrial economy as being a land constraint. The surface of the earth is limited, and 

more pertinently, the surface which particular groups of people can make productive at 

a given level of technology is constrained. Basically nearly all commodities in the pre-

industrial economy depended on land, and even the processing of minerals and metals 
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relied on wooded areas for fuel. In a pre-industrial economy this limit is expressed most 

starkly in the food supply, given the restricted capacity of plants to photosynthesize 

solar energy and draw nutrients from the soil. Although there was obviously some scope 

for varying types of cultivation and yields, productivity was set within particular narrow 

bands by ecological and climatic factors. Growth was consequently limited.1 

 

Coal was a remedy to this land constraint and gave people the possibility of utilizing 

large deposits of stored solar energy in the interior of the earth to expand their 

economies. Using coal meant to switch the resource base so it became less dependent on 

the constrained products of the land. Fossil fuels are the paradigmatic case, as in the 

case of the Industrial Revolution at least, no other options for expanding the energy 

supply were available.2 By being able to draw on an enormous stock of energy, rather 

than the annual flow of solar radiation as mediated (rather inefficiently) by plants, the 

resource base could become both quantitatively and qualitatively much larger. Coal was 

available in a punctiform manner, in concentrated deposits, freeing up land for other 

purposes. Thus Britain during the Industrial Revolution opened so to speak, a ‘vertical’ 

land frontier of expansion, but one that was potentially very large compared to any 

horizontal land frontier.3 Technology developed in tandem with the rise of coal use, the 

steam engine, also permitted the greatly concentrated use of power in turning thermal 

energy into motion, eventually leading to locomotive engines, the railway and 

steamships. 4  

 

International trade posed options for certain countries to be released from their own 

land constraint. One could expand access to resources by effectively occupying and 

exploiting more space. This could take the form of voluntary migrations and exchanges, 

or coercion: the option of colonies.5 The Industrial Revolution is generally associated 

                                                        
1 Wrigley (1988, 2010, 2016); Kander et al (2015); Pomeranz (2000); Sieferle (2001). 
2 Power supply could be enhanced by windmills, but they could not be used for thermal processes, whilst 

water power was also spatially constrained and could also only be used for limited purposes.  
3 Barbier (2011) 
4 Wrigley (1988, 2010); Kander et al (2015) 
5 Of course, if all land areas are subject to the same constraints, and require similar labour inputs to be 

productive, neither trade nor colonies can raise per capita incomes in the long-run. Trade (coerced or not) 

has become a zero-sum game, and this is a case of, so to speak, rearranging the deckchairs on the Titanic. 

Trade could however contribute to raising overall welfare if comparative advantages allowed land 

resources to be used more productively through specialization. 
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with a period of horizontal ‘frontier’ expansion, one that led to major extensions of the 

cultivated area in many parts of the world, the acceleration of deforestation, and the 

development of mining.6 Utilizing other countries’ ecological space in that way, needless 

to say, cannot be a universal option for expansion and growth, as there is only one Earth 

even if trade allows higher output through utilizing comparative advantages.  

 

In this paper we ask a straightforward quantitative question: to what degree, and by 

what means, was the land constraint in Britain overcome through trade? 

 

 The work of E.A. Wrigley, among others, has stressed the role of coal in overcoming the 

’photosynthetic constraint’, while Kenneth Pomeranz’s thesis on the great divergence 

suggested that both coal and colonies were significant contributors to this process.7  

Whilst others have disputed whether these additions to the national stock of resources 

were necessary conditions of economic advance, few (if anyone) have denied that they 

were significant additions. In this paper we provide a much more detailed quantification 

of the flow of land-resources (or in the case of coal, land-substitutes) in and out of 

Britain, and their net balance; and equally, the domestic mining and consumption of coal 

as an indigenous substitution. Aside from making the ‘land augmenting’ effects of trade 

and mining clear, this will also enable us to answer the question: what contributed more 

to overcoming land constraints (domestic energy or overseas land), and what form did 

these land resources take?8 

 

Ideas such as ’ghost acres’ or the ’ecological footprint’, from which arguments about the 

necessity of a colonial land frontier to underwrite British industrialization are derived, 

                                                        
6 Webb (1964); Barbier (2011); Williams (1944) In the short-run, at least, a ’frontier’ (and one must use 

the term guardedly, in that frontier expansion has generally meant forms of expropriation and often 

demographic collapse of indigenous peoples) allows a mining of the accumulated stock of resources, 

permitting very high land and labour productivity, much of which can be remitted back to the metropole. 

The frontier regimes of the first globalization clearly took on, however, different forms, some operating in 

conditions of relative labour scarcity which may be presented as an explanation for the imposition of 

coercive labour regimes, others operating in conditions of relatively plentiful cheap labour. Similarly, 

some products were so demanding of land as to be only viable in conditions where rents were effectively 

negligible, and some products required considerable capital investment for their extraction. Thus 

different kinds of traded goods might imply rather different kinds of relationships with the labour regime, 

with methods of coercion, and environmental impact.  
7 For a detailed discussion see Wringley (1988, 2010) and Pomeranz (2000). 
8 On land augmentation, see Malanima (2016). 
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are based on calculations of final consumption. Originally, such arguments looked at a 

limited number of resources and tended to assume that many countries’ net flow was 

strongly skewed in one direction.9 We provide something novel in a historical study as 

we consider net transfers in the light of both imports and exports, and indeed draw 

attention to the fact that many raw materials imported were re-exported after 

processing. This throughput certainly assisted in Britain adding value to its economy, 

but does not represent a net transfer of resources from the periphery or other trading 

partners to the core. Such an argument only holds, in aggregate, if imports outweighed 

exports. Our calculations cannot provide any clear indicator of where value is really 

created in the economy, but provides a more accurate representation of how economic 

activity related to resources. Equally, while we will not attempt to look at the wider 

economic system underpinning expanded land use accompanying British 

industrialization, identifying the significant land-related products involved in trade is an 

important step towards understanding the significance of different labour regimes in 

relation to the question of land. 

Previous research 

The classic triumvirate of products in the British Industrial revolution is cotton, iron and 

coal. Pomeranz’s pioneering study assessed raw cotton imports (along with those of less 

significance; sugar and wood) to be even more important than coal consumption in 

liberating Britain from its land constraints, at least in the period he studied before the 

mid-nineteenth century. In particular, Pomeranz estimated that the imports of these 

particular three products were substantial: adding around 25 to 30 million acres to the 

economy, perhaps half the utilizable national area.  

 

His analysis was, however, carried out for a limited period, and in a somewhat 

inconsistent manner. Pomeranz for example compared coal consumption figures in 

1815 with the scale of cotton imports in 1830, by which time coal consumption had 

nearly doubled.  This would bias the comparison in favor of cotton. Pomeranz also 

employed the counterfactual that raw cotton imports would have been replaced with 

wool, a form of acquiring fibre that was highly demanding of land, requiring around 20 

                                                        
9 Borgström (1961) 
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times more land than cotton per ton produced. One could easily imagine alternatives, 

such as at least a partial substitution towards linen.10 In addition, Pomeranz’s choice of a 

‘land equivalent’ for coal, although being more cautious about the sustainable yield in 

forestry than Wrigley had been before him, still used a very optimistic figure from Smil 

compared to contemporary yields. Wrigley’s estimate was of 2 tons of dry wood per acre 

while that of Smil’s world average estimate was 1.45 tons per acre.11 Nevertheless Smil’s 

figure corresponded to the world average rather than localized information and we 

consider it to still be too high an estimate for Britain. It is almost double what is 

achieved in the British deciduous woodland today and that probably prevailed over 

time.12 We estimate a more plausible yield to be 3.3 cubic meters per hectare or 

approximately 0.85 tons per acre (1 cubic meter=625 kg). The combined effect of using 

inconsistent years, the counterfactual based on wool and the overestimated forest yields 

for the UK skewed the comparison of cotton versus coal by a factor of 70 in favor of 

cotton.  

 

Another study that has examined the role of trade from an ecological perspective from 

1850 onwards for the British economy has been conducted by Schandl and Schulz13. 

More specifically the researchers performed a decomposition of the material flows into 

imports and exports during the period 1850-1997. Regarding imports, biomass 

accounted for more than 90% of all imported materials in the period throughout the 

19th century while mineral and fossil materials held a marginal share which had 

increased only slightly by the years before the First World War. Exports, on the other 

hand, were dominated by mineral materials, fossil fuels and manufactured goods during 

the course of the 19th century with the biggest share held by coal exports. When looking 

at the trade balance in pure physical terms, measured in tons, it turns out that this was 

relatively more balanced during the second half of the 19th century. In 1852 imports 

accounted for 5.1 million metric tons versus 4.9 million metric tons of exports, while by 

1869, exports made up 14.2 million metric tons as opposed to 11.5 million tons for 

                                                        
10 Riello (2013) discusses this alternative. However, as he argues, problems with the plausibility of this 

counterfactual can still arise given that flax, although it shares more material properties with cotton, is 

significantly much more labor intensive in its processing. 
11 See Wrigley (1988:54-55) and Smil (1983:36) 
12 In order to allow for a margin of error, we instead use a range of conversion factors from 0.85 imp. 

tons/acre to 1.2 imp. tons/acre. The latter, is the minimum average estimate for northern Europe and the 

USA. 
13 Schandl and Schulz (2002) 
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imports. However, towards the end of the 19th century and early 20th century, material 

exports grew significantly faster than imports, mainly due to the rising exports of coal. 

By 1913, the level of physical exports had reached double the level of imports, at 102.3 

million metric tons. 

 

Although Schandl and Schulz’s study is consistent in accounting for both imports and 

exports, it does not account for the relative importance of different commodities in 

alleviating the land constraint. Trade flows are treated in a rather aggregate fashion, 

measured in units of mass, making it difficult to relate them with a basic characteristic of 

the pre-industrial economy – the land constraint. Equally, we do not get a differentiated 

view of goods and what strategies of exchange, extraction or extortion may have been 

utilized to acquire them. 

 

For these reasons the current study follows Pomeranz’s paradigm. Nevertheless, rather 

than rely on estimates derived from only a few products, and highly dependent on the 

conversions and substitutions chosen, our work will attempt a much more 

comprehensive assessment of the land impact of trade, and provide ranges of possible 

values. Additionally, we consider both the imports and exports of products primarily 

based on the land and those primarily based on coal use for their production. This 

enables a reassessment of Pomeranz’s argument, and also extends the analysis in time 

from the classic period of the Industrial Revolution to the age of the ’first globalization’ 

after 1870 when there was a huge increase in the volume of global exchange. Our period 

of study also matches what is now recognized as the most significant period of growth in 

industrial output in absolute terms, from around 1830 until the onset of the First World 

War. 

Methods  

Our calculations are not based on the usual trade data examined in terms of its economic 

value, but from an ecological perspective, calculating the flows of goods and the land (or 

land-equivalents) that they represent. The methods used to calculate ’ghost acres’ 

immediately bring us back to the problematic area of counterfactuals. Unsurprisingly, 

there is no standard unit of land required to produce any good; the area varied over 
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time and places in response to technology, social organization, and environmental 

conditions. Equally, is the ’ghost acreage’ of raw cotton imports, for example, best 

understood in relation to the actual acres used for the production of cotton at any given 

moment, or the acres that might have been required for the domestic production of a 

substitute? If the latter, what should that substitute be if the good was not, in fact, ever 

produced domestically? Can we assume that land productivity would have been the 

same under very different conditions of supply and demand? We have taken a simple 

empirical basis for our calculations; we do not attempt to model hypothetical 

counterfactuals, but look at the actual demand for land represented by the product 

mixes that really were imported or exported. This, in the end, represents the actual 

degree to which the land constraint was overcome through trade, rather than assuming, 

somewhat implausibly, that in a counterfactual economy the same structure of demand 

and supply would exist as in a closed one.  

 

However, this method cannot be applied in the case of coal, which due to its high energy 

density and subterranean reserves took up very little land directly. Fortunately, we can 

reasonably state that in this case, only one plausible alternative fuel was available, 

which itself was a relatively (but not entirely!) homogenous product: wood. Whilst other 

land-based fuels could be available, including crop residues or animal dung, they would 

have required much more land and labour than wood and nowhere in Europe did they 

constitute a major fuel input. Peat might have been employed as a substitute, although 

that was itself already quite intensively exploited and thus was a less viable alternative 

to coal. Unlike coal, neither peat nor firewood were ever exported on any scale. The 

degree to which coal consumption assisted in overcoming the land constraint has been 

measured, in line with other work on this theme, by the acreage of woodland that would 

have been required to sustainably produce the same amount of heat content.   

 

The first step in making the calculations is to go to the trade statistics and identify all of 

the products traded that might have had any kind of significant land impact. Particularly 

in the case of exports, this may require consideration of the inputs that went into a good 

more than one step away from final production: requiring the calculation, for example, 

of the amount of raw cotton that was an input into a given yardage of manufactured 

cotton cloth. A detailed discussion for the conversion of each product into the land and 
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coal embodied in it is provided in the Appendix XXXX of conversion factors. 14 However, 

the principal methodological steps followed can be outlined here. 

 

Starting with the products that mainly embody land, we must 

 

1. Identify the products that made any kind of sizeable demand on land. We have 

not accounted for all products traded as many clearly had no bearing on this 

question. A list of the more significant of these is provided in Appendix A, Table 

A1. 

2. Identify the physical quantities (expressed in tons/pounds/liters/gallons etc.) of 

traded goods. 

3. Identify the inputs required for a unit of the traded quantity of each commodity. 

4. Use an estimate of yield per unit of land - for instance tons/acres. 

5. Divide the traded quantity by the yield/conversion factor of the inputs in order to 

get the corresponding amount of land  

Some goods that have little direct impact on the land may have required the use of fuel 

in their extraction and processing: metals such as iron, copper, lead, zinc and tin, or 

mined minerals. In these cases only fuel inputs are considered.  

 

It is not a simple matter to draw the ‘boundaries’ to such accounts. In the case of corn 

and animal products only direct land requirements are measured, but in modern 

applications of this method, such as the ecological footprint accounting methods of 

Wackernagel and Rees, the built environment (meaning space occupied by buildings) 

and other indirect inputs such as food for workers might also be included.15 One could 

argue that in the case of cotton, for example, one should include the land required to 

grow fodder for draught animals and provide food for the workers in the cotton fields. 

However, exactly the same goes for the food of miners who extracted coal that was 

exported from Britain, or indeed worked in cotton factories or iron foundries that 

produced for export. For reasons of logic and simplicity we thus set a boundary that 

                                                        
14 This Appendix is not included in this draft. There is a forthcoming working paper containing full details 

of the method and the sources for calculating the conversion factors. In the meantime, the authors are 

happy to answer any queries on this matter. 
15 For a detailed discussion on the ecological footprint concept see Wackernagel and Rees (1996) Our 

Ecological Footprint: Reducing Human Impact on the Earth 
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assumes that land providing food and fodder that is only an indirect input into a good 

are not included in our accounts. This is assumed to belong to the stock of land of the 

trading nations, in other words, at any given point in time it is assumed that such land 

would have to be dedicated to keeping people and animals alive irrespective of whether 

their labour was devoted to traded goods or not.16  

 

Working out the coal embodied in products requires a similar set of steps to those 

outlined above but it is worth outlining them for the sake of clarity. We must 

 

1. Identify all those traded goods which embodied significant amounts of coal in 

their total export or import. 

2. Isolate the main steps in their production, and the amount of inputs relative to 

final output. For finished iron goods, for example, these might include the 

smelting of pig iron, further refining into finished iron or steel intermediary 

goods, final manufacturing processes, and possibly incorporation as components 

into final goods for export. Similarly a good like beer must take into account 

sugar and barley used as a basic input, and the fuel used in the malting and 

brewing process. As well as there being different kinds of input, there will be 

wastage in the process, such that the input of raw cotton or pig iron will be 

greater than the weight of the final output.17 

                                                        
16 Of course, it may be advantageous for a land with limited space and high labour productivity to trade for 

land intensive goods with another nation with more extensive space and lower labour productivity, so 

avoiding the counterfactual of having to keep more workers in the agricultural sector, thus helping to 

overcome to land constraint, although this might also make them more demanding of land per unit of 

output than they would be at home. Equally, such counterfactuals could work the other way; if cotton had 

been substituted for domestic wool in Britain, for example this would have been very demanding of space, 

but also required a smaller workforce as shepherding is not very labour intensive work relative to any 

goods produced to but cotton. We do not know if this smaller workforce would have been fed domestically 

or by imports, or what would have happened to the workers producing goods that were previously 

exchanged for raw cotton. Would that overall lowered demand from switching from cotton to wool also 

have meant fewer hungry mouths to feed? Would we have seen more penury or lower fertility, or different 

migratory patterns?  We do not attempt to model such imponderables.   
17 This also raises the issue of how we account for fuels that go into processes where there are significant 

by-products to which it is difficult to clearly allocate a proportion of the fuel. Such cases are chemical by-

products to the coking process, for example, although in the case of coal gas the energy input to the by-

product (coke) can generally be considered that which is not directly embodied in the gas. These issues 

are too complex to elaborate on here, and would not alter results significantly.   
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3. Calculate the coal inputs into each stage of the process (which must include the 

input of coal into secondary fuels that may be used directly, such as coke or 

electricity). 

4. Calculate the coal that is used as an input into the production of all the coal itself, 

as this accounted for around 6-7% of production. 

5. Turn the final sum of embodied coal into volumes of firewood and then a land 

equivalent. 

The trade data for each product provided in the trade statistics allows the calculation of 

net imports and exports. It is frequently the case that a product is not exclusively 

imported or exported, and it is the balance of land required that is the object of this 

particular article. Britain for example both imported and exported copper or iron and 

steel products in any given year. In this respect, what needs to be noted is that due to 

lack of available information, the same technical coefficient is used for both imports and 

exports and is based on coal used in production processes in the UK. However, we 

strongly believe that this does not create a serious bias in the results mainly for two 

reasons. First, for the most important products, i.e. pig iron, iron and steel and cotton 

manufactures, the share of imports in exports is very small (approximately 5% or less in 

most benchmark years). Second, products for which imports are higher than exports, 

hold a relatively very small share in total coal embodied in exports. In other words, their 

imports are not significant enough to alter the results. 

 

A final word must be added on the particularities of wood and wood products. Previous 

calculations have assessed the land equivalent of coal in terms of the sustainable  

harvest, that is, the counterfactual amount of land that produce the same amount of 

thermal energy in a year. In the circumstances of frontier expansion, we might see the 

rapid felling of a stock of wood that has accumulated over decades or even centuries. 

This would mean that the actual area of land exploited would have been very much 

smaller than that calculated for a sustainable yield.18 Because the large-scale 

international transport of firewood never seems to have been economically viable this is 

less a concern for calculating coal equivalents than it is for converting timber imports, 

and especially wood ashes, which presented extraordinarily high demands on wood, 

                                                        
18 In fact, we have no way of knowing exactly how large this land area was given that there were no 

detailed surveys of the state of the forest stock. 
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into land equivalents.  We have chosen to make these calculations as the area of land 

that would have been required to generate a sustainable yield of the product, as in 

considering the escape from a land constraint, only either  

 

a) A sustainable forestry regime, or 

b) A continuous expansion of the land frontier on an equivalent scale 

 

could have made such a strategy viable. We will return to this issue in discussing the 

results. However, it is important to note that the wood and wood yield/acre conversion 

has considerable potential to affect the results. As we noted above, we considered the 

conversions used by Wrigley and Pomeranz to give too high a yield per acre. This is in 

part because Wrigley used a conversion based on the energy content of bone-dry wood 

relative to coal (which is similar), when it is clear that historically most firewood was 

not fully seasoned prior to use, and importantly, information on yields per acre were 

made on volumes and weights of greenwood, with a much higher moisture content and 

hence lower calorific value per unit of mass. 19 

Data and Sources 

Trade data 
 

The trade data pertaining to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland from the 

early 19th to the early 20th century is one of the main material used in this study. The 

main aim is to capture the development of trade throughout the 19th century and up 

until the end of the first globalization era. For this reason, different benchmark years 

have been identified. In particular, data from the “Trade and Navigation accounts” from 

the House of Commons Parliamentary papers are mainly used for the benchmark years 

1832, 1849, 1870 and 1907. 

                                                        
19 Although the conversion of coal to wood and land is also discussed in detail in the separate Appendix 

XXXX, it is necessary to also discuss it in brief here since it constitutes an important step in the estimation 

process. The conversion is done in two steps. First, the amount of actual coal traded and of coal embodied 

in manufactures is converted to its wood equivalent. That is done using a conversion factor of 3.5 which is 

based on the calorific contents of wet-wood and coal. Secondly, as mentioned in footnote 12, the amount 

of wood equivalent is converted into land based on a minimum and maximum conversion factors for the 

UK which ranges between 0.85 imp. tons/acre to 1.2 imp. tons/acre.  
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This source provides information on the most important imports and exports from and 

to the United Kingdom on an annual and monthly basis. For the benchmark years prior 

to 1870, the trade flows of most commodities are aggregated with limited information 

on the destination or the country of origin. For the benchmark year 1907, the trade 

statistics are reported in more detail.  

 

For the first benchmark year 1832, exports were reported only in values. For this 

reason, the export quantities of key commodities analyzed in this study were obtained 

from secondary sources. In particular, for coal, iron and steel exports and other non-

ferrous metals, data from Mitchell (1988: 257,300,319) were used. Data on cotton 

manufactures exported were obtained from Baines (1835: 367) History of the cotton 

manufacture in Great Britain. Additionally, data on export quantities of wool and woolen 

manufactures were obtained from Bischoff (1842: Apppendix, Table VII) A 

comprehensive history of the woolen and worsted manufactures... VOL II. Finally, for 1832 

potash imports were not reported in the trade and navigation accounts. For this reason, 

the import quantities were obtained from the primary source i.e. the Ledgers of Imports 

Under Countries- CUST 4 found in the National Archives. 

 

Conversion factors 
 
For a detailed discussion on the conversion factors used for each commodity and their 

precise sources please see the separate Appendix XXXX. Here we provide a short 

summary of the sources used.  

 

Due to the nature of the study, no single source could provide all the information needed 

on the amount of land embodied in commodities. In the vast majority of cases, 

information is provided from statistical data found in primary 19th century official 

sources, scientific journals and magazines, secondary literature and previous similar 

research such as those by Pomeranz (2000), Wrigley (1988; 2010), Warde (2006, 2007), 

Smil (1983), Hornborg (2006). We have only relied on more modern estimates in a very 

small number of cases. Due to the relatively small significance of these commodities in 

trade it can be argued that a more precise conversion factor from the 19th century would 

not significantly alter the general results of the study. The main aim has been that the 
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information obtained is valid and for this reason, in most cases more than one source 

has been identified and used for the calculation of the conversion factor. Some of the key 

identified primary sources from the 19th century are the following: Macgregor (1847-

1850) Commercial Statistics - A digest of the Productive Resources, Commercial 

Legislation, Custom tariffs… of all Countries VOL I-V, Montgomery (1839) Statistics of the 

colonies of the British Empire, Official Agricultural statistics of different countries and 

The Farmers Magazine. 

 

Two main sources of evidence have been used to calculate the coal inputs into 

production processes. For 1870, we have employed the Report of the Royal Commission 

on Coal of 1871 which provided extensive information on fuel consumption in industrial 

branches in its Appendix E. Indeed, in order to estimate total industrial fuel 

consumption the commissioners consulted with business on the fuel inputs required per 

unit of production, precisely the information that we sought. The main source for 1907 

is the first Census of Production in which a voluntary return was provided on fuel and 

electricity consumption, usually for firms covering a majority of output in each branch, 

which could be scaled up to produce total consumption figures we could relate to 

output. Tracing the input-output relations in material flows through the census was then 

used to estimate the coal embodied in final products. In some circumstances this was 

supplemented by information from later censuses in 1924 and 1935 (appreciating that 

production processes also changes during this time), and secondary literature. The fuel 

consumption in pig iron smelting was also reported annually from 1873 and we have 

made additional use of contemporary and secondary sources to estimate fuel use by 

smelters at earlier dates. Where information was lacking for 1832 and 1849, we used 

coefficients from 1870. This will tend to minimize apparent coal consumption as fuel 

efficiency certainly improved over this time. 

  

Results 

The results on the coal embodied in the net-exports of commodities for all benchmark 

years are presented in Table 1 below. Accordingly, the results on land embodied in net-

imports are presented in Tables 2-5 under each year. It should be stressed that these 
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tables constitute a summary and do not list all the commodities which have been 

converted (for a list of all products see Appendix A). Instead the most important 

commodities which embody most of the input in land or coal are presented while the 

rest are captured under the category “Other”. Finally, Table 6 is a summary table where 

the trade balance of land embodied in net-imports and net-exports is presented under 

each year. In order to account for a margin of error in the conversion factors used and 

ensure the validity of our results, we have calculated a minimum and maximum estimate 

of land embodied in trade. 

 

Our results are in contrast with previous research and particularly with Pomeranz’s 

work that has stressed the role of land embodied in key imports such as cotton, wood 

and sugar. In fact, it turns out that by taking a more systematic and inclusive account of 

trade a different, more complicated story emerges. As can be seen in Table 6, Britain 

indeed was a net-importer of ‘land’ in 1832, and reliant on ghost acres overseas, as land 

embodied in net-imports was almost two times more than land embodied in exports. 

Nevertheless, the reasons for this trade deficit are not to be found in the commodities 

commonly perceived to be of key importance by economic historians. In particular, 

instead of cotton, wood and sugar, by far the biggest contribution comes from potash 

imports (Table 2).  Additionally, for wool, a far more land-intensive commodity than 

cotton, exports were much larger than imports creating a land-export surplus of 

approximately 3 to 6 million acres. Sheep on British hills were suppliers of overseas 

markets. Another reason for this trade deficit is that by 1832, the iron and steel industry 

was not yet exporting as much it would by 1849, when pig iron exports had increased by 

a factor of thirteen.  

 

Although UK was a net-importer of land in 1832, the situation soon changed drastically, 

and persisted for the rest of the period up until the onset of the First World War. By 

1849 onwards the results clearly suggest that UK was a net-exporter of land or land 

equivalents (Table 6). Even by taking the extreme scenarios as a sensitivity analysis, i.e 

the maximum estimate of net-imports and the minimum-estimates of net exports, we 

can clearly reject the hypothesis that the UK was a net-importer of land-equivalent 

natural capital. The most pronounced surplus is found for the benchmark year 1870 

when land embodied in net-exports is more than double that embodied in net-imports. 
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This is a surprising result, especially under the role of increasing trade openness and the 

rising importance of heavily agricultural imports which were flowing towards Britain- 

what has famously been termed as the ‘European Grain invasion’.20  

 

Turning to the role of particular commodities in shaping this picture, what is 

particularly interesting to note is that from 1849 onwards, what is driving the surpluses 

of land in the trade balance is not simply the use of coal embodied in export 

manufactures.  Re-exports of raw wool and woolen and worsted textiles were a 

significant counterbalance to wool imports. To be more specific, it can be seen in Table 3 

that, as for 1832, raw wool imports were actually significantly less than the total weight 

of wool exports, and consequently land embodied in exports (65% to 75% less). This 

means that except for exporting ‘land’ acquired virtually in the form of its ‘vertical 

frontier’ of coal-mining, Britain was also a net-exporter of a significant amount of actual 

land-based products (utilizing around 3.6 to 7.3 million acres). By 1870 and 1907, wool 

imports increased to such an extent that they were enough to cover the wool embodied 

in exports (Tables 4 and 5). However, re-exports of woolen manufactures were again 

responsible for a significant share of land embodied in imports. For instance, out of the 

approximately 21 to 43 million acres imported, approximately 13 and 24 million were 

re-exported in the form of manufactures (Table 4). 

 

Nevertheless, big re-exports of textile manufactures which reduced the net balance of 

imported land were only partly responsible for the land surplus after 1840. The most 

significant contribution was actually made by the export of Britain’s coal reserves, 

whether directly or in embodied form. As shown in Table 6, coal exports and coal 

embodied in exports saw the export of approximately 94-133 million acres in 1870 and 

256-362 million acres in 1907. By 1907, net-exports of actual coal were almost three 

times more than coal used in manufactures, reaching approximately 65 million tons. 

That accounted for 186-263 million acres or approximately 70% of total land embodied 

in exports in that year. 

 

As regards the importance of coal embodied in manufactures, by far the biggest 

contribution came from pig iron, and iron and steel manufactured goods, along with coal 

                                                        
20 For a discussion on the ‘Great Invasion’ see O’Rourke, (1997) and Sharp (2008). 
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used in the manufacture of textiles. The iron and steel industry was the most energy 

intensive in the 19th century Britain and thus the biggest single consumer of coal. In all 

our benchmark years, coal embodied in pig iron and iron and steel goods accounted for 

almost 60% of total coal embodied in export manufactures. Textiles, predominately 

cottons, are by far the next biggest group, accounting for up to 30% of the total in 1849 

and 1907. Over time the coal embodied in coal (or coke) itself as an export product 

became increasingly significant, at around 15% of the total by 1907. All other products 

were relatively marginal.  

Discussion and Conclusion 

In our paper we have clearly demonstrated that the role of Britain throughout the 19th 

century was not that which is commonly portrayed in world system studies: of a core 

appropriating flows of land and resources from abroad. In fact, one should also account 

for the simultaneous exports and the resources embodied in them in order to be 

consistent. The relationship which emerges is more multifaceted. Of course this does not 

negate the importance of imported goods and ‘ghost acres’, not least as it has been found 

that during the earlier years of the 19th century Britain actually was a net appropriator 

of significant quantities of natural resources and land from abroad. Our understanding 

of these flows as part of a system alters, however. By at least 1849 and after, Britain 

turned into a net-exporter of land embodied in commodities rightly supporting the claim 

in economic history research of being the ‘workshop of the world’.  

 

But even before 1849 and in particular in 1832, the contribution of imports such as 

cotton, sugar and timber was not larger than Britain’s own “vertical frontier” i.e. coal, as 

Pomeranz has suggested. In fact, in 1830 total coal output was much higher, in land 

terms, than the contribution made by cotton, sugar and wood imports (estimated at 25-

30 million acres). Total coal output in c. 1832 made up approximately 31.4 million tons 

or in other words, around 90-127 million acres.21 Indeed, for the rest of the 19th century, 

the share of total coal embodied in exports had increased to approximately 20%-30% of 

                                                        
21 Coal output is based on Mitchell (1988: 247). The conversion here is done based on our conversion 

factors for coal. Nevertheless, even using Pomeranz’s more conservative conversion factors, the land 

equivalent of coal output would be approximately 44 million acres and thus still higher than his estimate 

of “ghost acre” imports. 
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total coal output and its land equivalent was enough to counterbalance the land 

embodied in imports.22 

 

In regard to the overall system, we also note the astonishing growth in throughput of 

land-based products or their equivalents that grew far more than the value of the 

economy or trade. The net coal embodied in exports grew by a factor of 15. The net 

imports of land-based products grew by a factor of over 11, but the change would be 

over a 100-fold if we disregarded potash. British GDP grew only around 5-fold between 

1832 and 1907. The total land area of Great Britain is a little less than 59 million acres. 

By 1832 the ‘land’ embodied in imports, primarily the potash frontier, was already over 

a third of this area. By 1870 our estimate of the maximum net import of land-based 

goods had surpassed the entire area of Great Britain, and by 1907 this was over three 

times as large, and well over double even with the minimum estimate. Hence our 

recalibration of what factors had greater quantitative weight in overcoming the land 

constraint, and stress on domestic factors, in no way implies the possibility of self-

sufficiency. The presence of an empire, along with its coercive institutions build on 

colonialism and slavery was necessary to support this massive flow of resources, and 

our data underlines the profound ecological transformation of the British economy, both 

in overcoming the land constraint, but also its relationship with both suppliers of raw 

materials and consumers abroad. 

 

We must stress that the results presented here are contingent on the conversion factors 

that have been used. Of course, one could claim that the use of different conversion 

factors could significantly alter the results and consequently the conclusions that can be 

drawn. However, for this reason we have used a minimum and maximum estimate in 

order to strengthen our analysis and not bias it towards a particular outcome. Given the 

big difference between the maximum estimate of imports and the minimum estimate of 

exports of land in all benchmark years it can safely be argued that slightly different 

conversion factors would not change the overall picture and the conclusions.  Indeed, as 

noted above, our use of conversion factors from 1870 in calculations for earlier years 

means that the land embodied in exports could be underestimated given productivity 

                                                        
22 Coal output for the years 1849, 1870 and 1907 is based on Mitchell (1988: 247).  That was 

approximately 51. 8 tons, 108.3 tons and 272.1 tons respectively.  
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improvements and technological changes that took place between 1830 and 1870. 

Nevertheless, changes in the land embodied in exports are driven by iron and steel 

exports, where our information is most reliable. It may also be questioned whether the 

conversion of more commodities would alter the results. From the import side this is 

very improbable. For instance, even for the years when trade had intensified 

significantly, 1870 and 1907, the commodities which have not been included in our final 

calculations made up only 7% and 15% of the total import value. In other words, the 

vast majority of imports have been converted and the inclusion of the rest of the 

commodities would not alter the general conclusions in any significant way. The same 

observation applies to exports. Given what we know about the allocation of domestic 

coal consumption within industry, none of them can have consumed enough coal in their 

production to alter these results.  

 

Our methodological choice to focus on actual flows of land-based products rather than 

counterfactuals significantly alters our perception of what products, and possibly 

regions, are most important in overcoming land constraints. Cotton is important, but 

ranks much less highly. Among textiles, we see wool coming to the fore, later in the 

nineteenth century in relation to the land frontiers of the antipodean colonies, but also 

as an export of British land itself. But the most striking shift of perception relates to 

potash, which was primarily imported from the settlement frontier and forests of the 

eastern United States and Canada. In both the cases of wool and potash we find regions 

where the crucial aspect of the labour regime was the expanding settlement frontier of 

what Alfred Crosby called ‘neo-Europes’, utilizing both frontier clearance of land  and 

relatively low-intensity work by European settlers to generate resources which were 

exported back to the metropole. Somewhat similar regimes may have existed in parts of 

Russia and Scandinavia, an alternative source of potash. Because of the nature of potash 

extraction, it was also essential that this was a continuously expanding frontier, which is 

reflected in the very large amount of land we have assigned to it with our conversion 

factors reflecting the requirement for sustainability. This form of overcoming the land 

constraint contrasts sharply with the plantation agriculture of the cotton belt and sugar 

islands, or indeed the cropping regimes of alternative suppliers of cotton in Egypt and 

South Asia.     
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Table 1. Net-exports of coal embodied in goods 
        

 Significant 
goods 

 Exports, in 
metric tons 

Imports, in 
metric tons 

Net-Exports, 
in metric tons 

Conversion 
factor, in 
tce/ton 

Coal in net-
Exports, in 
metric tons 

1
8

3
2 

Cotton Goods 71302 - 71302 7.3 520505 

Coal  597436 - 597436 0.06 35846 

Pig Iron  18288 - 18288 3.56 65105 

Iron & steel  132087 20188 111899 6.91 773222 

Other 
metals 

Copper 10668 35 10633 18 191934 

 Lead 12396 1107 12289 1.5 18434 

 Tin 1626 1484 142 1 142 

Total       1 605 188 

1
8

4
9 

Alkali soda  34920 - 34920 4.01 140029 

Cotton Goods 200836 188 200648 7.3 1464730 

Coal  2876287 - 2876287 0.06 172577 

Pig Iron  165147 - 165147 3.56 587923 

Iron & steel  556739 29919 526820 6.91 3640326 

Other 
metals 

Copper 21872 2241 19631 18 353358 

Lead 17290 7450 9840 1.5 14760 

Zing - 802 -802 4 -3208 

Tin 1792 1806 -14 1 -14 

Sugar Refined 11324 15099 -3775 0.47 -1774 

Woolen Goods 46782 - 46782 10.63 497293 

Total       6 866 001 

1
8

7
0

 

Alkali soda  195952 - 195952 4.01 785768 

Cotton Goods 384117 - 384117 7.3 2804054 

Coal  11679553 - 11679553 0.06 700773 

Pig Iron  764759 - 764759 2.73 2087792 

Iron & steel  1995287 99460 1895827 6.06 11488712 

Other 
metals 

Copper 41977 29976 12001 18 216018 

Lead 51964 53528 -1564 1.5 -2346 

Zing 148929 29187 119742 4 478968 

Tin 2138160 4791 2133369 1 2133369 

Sugar Refined 28725 86894 -58169 0.47 -27339 

Woolen Goods 75452 15816 59636 10.63 633931 

Total       21 299 699 

1
9

0
7 

Cotton Goods 695106 6762 688344 6 4130064 

Coal & Coke  67123369 - 67123369 0.07 4698636 

Pig Iron  1980071 105046 1875025 2.24 4200056 

Iron & steel  3270829 842609 2428220 3.38 8207384 

Other 
metals 

Copper 50324 68799 -18475 1 -18475 

Lead 44014 207980 -163966 1 -163966 

Zing 6666 110924 -104258 1 -104258 

Tin 8669 44507 -35838 1 -35838 

Sugar  33685 986071 -952386 0.47 -447621 

Woolen  Goods 129620 90324 93296 8.95 351699 

Machinery Engines 728094 88203 639891 5.04 3225051 

Total       24 042 732 
Sources: Trade data are from the Trade and Navigation Accounts, House of Commons Parliamentary papers and from 
Mitchell (1988: 257,300,319). For the conversion factors see separate Appendix XXXX  
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Table 2. Net-Imports of land embodied in goods, in acres 

Sources: Trade data are from the Trade and Navigation Accounts, House of Commons Parliamentary papers, Baines (1835: 
367), Bischoff (1842: Apppendix, Table VII) and the  Ledgers of Imports Under Countries- CUST 4. For the conversion 
factors see separate Appendix XXXX 
Notes:  a Wood imports and the conversion factors are not in units of mass but in volume (in board feet) 
 b Products labeled as other are reported in detail in the Appendix A 

 
 
 
  

Imports 1832
 

  A B D=A-B D C/D 

Significant goods 
Imports, 

tons 
Exports, 

tons 
Net-

imports 

Conversion factor, 
ton/acre (max & 

min) 

Imported acres (min and 
max) 

Ashes, pearl and Pot 9656   0,000781 0,000625 12363636 15449600 

Wool  

Raw 12759 1905 10854 0.00544 0.00272 1 959 056 3 918 113 

Yarn in Raw wool 
equiv. 

 1538 -1538 0.00544 0.00272 -282559 -565118 

Goods in Raw 
wool equiv. 

 25536 -25536 0.00544 0.00272 -4691437 -9382874 

Total      -2979915 -5959830 

Cotton 

Raw 

Brit. 
America 

775  775 0.032 0.020 
24411 37973 

Brit. E. 
Indies 

15957  15957 0.082 0.036 
195437 439733 

US 99680  99680 0.100 0.082 998894 1220871 

Brazil 9122  9122 0.100 0.082 91407 111720 

Egypt 4003  4003 0.159 0.091 25212 44121 

Other 569  569 0.095 0.064 5975 8962 

Total      1341336 1863379 

Yarn in Raw 
cotton equiv. 

 34749 -34749 0.095 0.064 -364806 -547210 

Goods in Raw 
cotton equiv. 

 44475 -44475 0.095 0.064 -466912 -700368 

Total      509617 615801 

Grain Wheat 88114  88114 0.562 0.287 156659 307175 

Butter
 

 6651  6651 0.0406 163825 163825 

Wood
a 

 365275800  365275800 530 424 689200 861500 

Other
b 

 4083123 5249582 

 

SUM  14 986 145 16 687 653   
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Table 3. Net-Imports of land embodied in goods, in acres 

Sources: Trade data are from the Trade and Navigation Accounts, House of Commons Parliamentary papers and the 
Ledgers of Imports Under Countries- CUST 4. For the conversion factors see separate Appendix XXXX 
Notes:  a Wood imports and the conversion factors are not in units of mass but in volume (in board feet) 
 b Products labeled as other are reported in detail in the Appendix A 

 
  

Imports 1849
a 

  A B D=A-B D C/D 

Significant goods 
Imports, 

tons 
Exports, 

tons 
Net-

imports 

Conversion factor, 
ton/acre (max & 

min) 

Imported acres (min and 
max) 

Ashes, pearl and Pot 8054  8054 0,000781 0,000625 10312419 12886400 

Wool  

Raw 34816 5027 29787 0.00544 0.00272 5472712 10945423 

Yarn in Raw wool 
equiv. 

 8233 -8233 0.00544 0.00272 -1512579 -3025157 

Goods in Raw 
wool equiv. 

 41430 -41430 0.00544 0.00272 -7611496 -15222991 

Total      -3651363 -7302725 

Cotton 

Raw 342675  342675 0.09525 0.06350 3597471 5396207 

Yarn in Raw 
cotton equiv. 

208 77843 -77635 0.09525 0.06350 -815028 -1222542 

Goods in Raw 
cotton equiv. 

 130777 -130777 0.09525 0.06350 -1372923 -2059385 

Total      1409520 2114280 

Grain Wheat 871160  871160 0.562 0.287 1548854 3036968 

Butter
 

 14352 3198  0,04060 274712 274712 

Wood
a 

 979628400  979628400 530 424 1848355 2310444 

Other
b 

 8093185 10413712 

 

SUM  19 835 682 23 733 791 
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Table 4. Net-Imports of land embodied in goods, in acres 

Sources: Trade data are from the Trade and Navigation Accounts, House of Commons Parliamentary papers and the 
Ledgers of Imports Under Countries- CUST 4. For the conversion factors see separate Appendix XXXX 
Notes:  a Wood imports and the conversion factors are not in units of mass but in volume (in board feet) 
 b Products labeled as other are reported in detail in the Appendix A 

  

Imports 1870
 

  A B D=A-B E D/E 

Significant goods Imports, tons Exports, tons Net-imports 
Conversion factor, 

ton/acre (max & min) 
Imported acres (min and 

max) 

Ashes, pearl and Pot 4056  4056 0,000781 0,000625 5193341 6489600 

Wool  

Raw 120805 4094 116711 0.00544 0.00272 21441890 42883781 

Yarn in Raw 
wool equiv. 

7184 25528 -18344 0.00544 0.00272 -3370179 -6740357 

Goods in Raw 
wool equiv. 

11146 58859 -47713 0.00544 0.00272 -8765756 -17531512 

Total      9305956 18611911 

Cotton 

Raw 

US 324883  324883 0.09979 0.08165 3255659 3979139 

Brazil 28895  28895 0.09979 0.08165 289553 353898 

Turkey 4322  4322 0.09525 0.06350 45372 68058 

Egypt 65181  65181 0.15876 0.09072 410572 718501 

Br. 
India 

154947  154947 0.08165 0.03629 1897777 4269997 

Other 27944  27944 0.09525 0.06350 293366 440049 

Total      6192299 9829642 

Yarn in Raw 
cotton equiv. 

 97603 -97603 0.09525 0.06350 -1024656 -1536984 

Goods in Raw 
cotton equiv. 

 296274 -296274 0.09525 0.06350 -3110345 -4665517 

Total      2057298 3627141 

Grain Wheat 1576201  1576201 0.562 0.287 2802361 5494826 

Butter
 

 58904 2921 55983 0.04060 1378898 1378898 

Wood
a 

 2457183600  2457183600 530 424 4636195 5795244 

Other
b 

 16054565 20627063 

 

SUM  41 428 614 62 024 683 
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Table 5. Net-Imports of land embodied in goods, in acres 

Sources: Trade data are from the Trade and Navigation Accounts, House of Commons Parliamentary papers. For the 
conversion factors see separate Appendix XXXX 
Notes:  a Wood imports and the conversion factors are not in units of mass but in volume (in board feet) 
 b Products labeled as other are reported in detail in the Appendix A 
 c The conversion factors for wheat are country specific since by 1907 such data become available. Thus no min and 

maximum is employed 
 

 

Imports 1907
 

  A B D=A-B E D/E 

Significant goods 
Imports, 

tons 
Exports, 

tons 
Net-imports 

Conversion factor, 
ton/acre (max & min) 

Imported acres (min and 
max) 

Wool  

Raw 360896  360896 0.00544 0.00272 66303372 132606744 

Yarn in Raw wool equiv. 18894 57713 -38819 0.00544 0.00272 -7131631 -14263262 

Goods in Raw wool 
equiv. 

78042 92106 -14064 0.00544 0.00272 -2583835 -5167670 

Total      56587906 113175813 

Cotton 

Raw 

Egypt 191898  191898 0.15876 0.09043 1208753 2122109 

US  793593  793593 0.09957 0.08128 7969998 9763248 

Brazil 22732  22732 0.09957 0.08128 228296 279663 

Br. E. Indies 48349  48349 0.08128 0.03607 594818 1340435 

Br. Africa 4114  4114 0.09525 0.06350 43186 64778 

Br. W. 
Indies 

1035  1035 0.03175 0.02032 32598 50935 

Other 22572  22572 0.09525 0.06350 236969 355454 

Total      10314619 13976622 

Yarn in Raw cotton 
equiv. 

 137509 -137509 0.09525 0.06350 -1443594 -2165391 

Goods in Raw cotton 
equiv. 

6762 571349 -564587 0.09525 0.06350 -5927141 -8890712 

Total      2943884 2920519 

Grain Wheat
c 

Russia 553761  553761 0.25310 2187874 2187874 

Germany 1011  1011 0.75931 1331 1331 

Roumania 165453  165453 0.47809 346074 346074 

Turkey 26549  26549 0.39372 67432 67432 

US 1051451  1051451 0.36560 2875996 2875996 

Chile 4323  4323 0.39372 10981 10981 

Argentina 1112602  1112602 0.33747 3296865 3296865 

Br. E. Indies 928139  928139 0.32341 2869839 2869839 

Australia 422889  422889 0.25873 1634485 1634485 

New 
Zealand 

168  168 0.25873 648 648 

Canada 633490  633490 0.56245 1126295 1126295 

Other 36568  36568 0.39966 91498 91498 

Total     14509318 14509318 

Butter
 

 214286 625 213661 0.04060 5262594 5262594 

Wood
b 

 5699014200 10672800 5688341400 530 424 10732720 13415900 

Other
c 

 41341548 43784734 

 

SUM  131 377 970 193 068 878 
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Table 6. Land embodied in Exports and Imports, minimum and maximum 
estimates 

Sources: Trade data are from the Trade and Navigation Accounts, House of Commons Parliamentary papers and from 
Mitchell (1988). For the conversion factors see separate Appendix XXXX 

Notes:  a Includes exports of actual coal minus imports of coal or other fuels converted in tons of coal 
equivalent 

  

 A B C D=(A+B)*C G H=F/G 
 

 

 Net-
exports 
of actual 
coal, 
1000 
metric 

tons
a
 

Net-exports 
of coal 
embodied in 
goods, 
1000 metric 
tons 

Coal to 
wood 
conversion 
(ton wood/ 
ton coal) 

Coal to 
Wood  
equivalent
, 1000 
metric 
tons 

Metric Tons of 
Wood/acres 

Total ghost acres 
Exported, 1000 acres 

 

Total ghost acres 
Imported, 1000 
acres 

     Max Min Min Max 
 

Min Max 
    

1832 597 1 605 3.5 7 707 1.219 0.864 6 322 8 920  14 986 16 688 

1849 2876 6 866 3.5 34 097 1.219 0.864 27 971 39 464  19 836 23 734 

1870 11640 21 300 3.5 115 290 1.219 0.864 94 578 133 438  41 429 62 025 

1907 65364 24 043 3.5 312 925 1.219 0.864 256 706 362 182  131 378 193 069 
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Appendix A 

A list of all traded commodities which have been considered in this study under each 
year is presented in Table A1 below. Additionally, the commodities which have not been 
converted to avoid double counting are also reported. Double counting could occur in 
cases of by-products which share the same source. For instance, bacon and lard which 
both come from the same animal-pig/swine. In these cases, in order to avoid double 
counting, only the product which embodied the biggest amount of land has been 
considered assuming that both were obtained from the same source. 
 
 
Table A1. List of the most significant traded products in the UK under each year 

1
8

3
2

 

 
Products included in Tables 1&2:  Ashes, pearl and Pot; Butter; Cotton, raw cotton, cotton yarn, cotton goods; Coal; 
Copper; Pig Iron; Iron & steel; Lead; Tin; Wheat; Wool, raw wool, wool yarn, woolen goods; Wood

 

 
Included under “other”: Cheese; Coffee; Corn, Barley, Oats, Rye, Pease, Beans, Maize/Indian Corn, Buckwheat, 
Wheat-meal/Flour; Dyes, Indigo Madder, Madder root; Seeds, Flax or Lin; Silk, Raw; Skins, Goat and lamb; Sugar, 
Unrefined; Tallow; Turpentine; Bark for Tanners; Cocoa Nuts; Eggs; Currants; Raisins; Hemp undressed; Mahogany; 
Oils, Palm, Cocoa, Olive; Rice, unhusked, in-husk; Seeds, rape; Silk, thrown of all sorts; Spices, Cassia Lignea & 
Cinnamon, Cloves, Nutmegs, Pepper, Pimento; Tobacco, unmanufactured; Wine 
 
Excluded due to double counting: Flax/Hemp, tow or codilla of Hemp and Flax- counted land embodied in flax seed; 
Molasses- counted land embodied in sugar; Silk, Waste knubs and Husks - counted land embodied in raw silk; Spices, 
Mace - counted land embodied in Nutmeg, Hides-counted land embodied in tallow 
 

1
8

4
9

 

 
Products included in Tables 1&3:  Ashes, pearl and Pot; Butter; Cotton, raw cotton, cotton yarn, cotton goods; Coal; 
Copper; Pig Iron; Iron & steel; Lead; Zing;  Tin; Sugar, refined; Wheat; Wool, raw wool, wool yarn, woolen goods; Wood

 

 
Included under “other”: Cheese; Coffee; Corn, Barley, Oats, Beans/peas, Maize/Corn, Wheat-meal/flour, other meals; 
Dyes, Indigo, Cochineal, Madder, Madder root; Lard; Oil, Olive, Palm, Cocoa nuts; Seeds, Flax or Lin; Silk, Raw silk, 
Thrown silk, Silk Manufactures; Sugar, unrefined, refined; Tallow; Turpentine; Animals living, Oxen and Bulls; Cows; 
Calves; Sheep and Lambs, Swine and Hogs; Bark for Tanners; Caoutchouc; Cocoa nuts; Eggs; Currants; Raisins; Hemp 
undressed; Mahogany; Potatoes; Rice, unhusked, in-husk; Rape seed; Spices, Cassia Lignea and Cinnamon, Cloves, 
Nutmegs, Pepper, Pimento; Tea; Tobacco unmanufactured; Wine 
 
Excluded due to double counting: Bacon - counted land embodied in lard; Beef - counted land embodied in Tallow; 
Flax and Tow or Codilla of Hemp and Flax- counted land embodied in flax seed; Hams - counted land embodied in lard; 
Hides - counted land embodied in tallow; Molasses- counted land embodied in sugar; Oil seed cakes - counted for 
through oils; Pork salted - counted land embodied in lard; Silk, Waste knubs and husks - counted land embodied in 
raw Silk; Spices, Mace - counted land embodied in nutmeg 
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Products included in Tables 1&4:  Ashes, pearl and Pot; Butter; Cotton, raw cotton, cotton yarn, cotton goods; Coal; 
Copper; Pig Iron; Iron & steel; Lead; Zing;  Tin; Sugar, refined; Wheat; Wool, raw wool, wool yarn, woolen goods; Wood 
 
Included under “other”:  Cheese; Coffee; Corn, Barley, Oats, Beans/peas, Maize/Corn, Wheat-meal/flour, other meal; 
Dyes, Indigo Cochineal, Madder Root; Hides; Bacon; Seeds, Flax or Lin; Tallow; Animals living, Oxen, Bulls, 
Cows/Calves,  Sheep/Lambs, Swine and Hogs; Bark for Tanners; Bark Peruvian; Caoutchouc; Gutta Percha; Hemp, 
Dressed and Undressed; Jute; Hops; Oil, Palm, Coco Nut, Olive; Paper; Potatoes; Eggs; Rice unhusked; Rape seed; Silk, 
Raw silk, Thrown silk and Yarn, Silk Manufactures; Spices, Cinnamon, Ginger, Nutmegs, Pepper, Pimento; Mahogany; 
Turpentine, common; Cocoa; Currants; Raisins; Sugar, refined, unrefined; Tea; Tobacco; Wine 
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Excluded due to double counting: Beef - counted land embodied in tallow; Bristles- counted land embodied in 
bacon; Cotton seeds - counted land embodied in cotton; Flax dressed and undresses- counted land in flaxseed; Hides, 
tanned- counted land embodied in tallow; Hides, untanned wet- counted land embodied in tallow; lard-counted land 
embodied in bacon; Molasses- counted land embodied in sugar; Oil of turpertine; Oil seed cakes - counted for through 
oils; Pork - counted land embodied in bacon; Rosin - counting land embodied in turpertine; Silk, Waste knubs and 
Husks - counted land embodied in raw silk 
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Products included in Tables 1&5:  Ashes, pearl and Pot; Butter; Cotton, raw cotton, cotton yarn, cotton goods; Coal; 
Copper; Pig Iron; Iron & steel; Lead; Zing;  Tin; Sugar, refined; Machines, steam and non-steam engines; Wheat; Wool, 
raw wool, wool yarn, woolen goods; Wood 
 
Included under “other”: Cheese; Corn, Barley, Oats, Beans/Peas, Maize/Corn, Wheat-meal/flour, Other flour; Bacon; 
Mutton; Seeds, Flax or Lin; Tallow; Turpentine oil ;Paper Pulp of wood, Mechanical, Chemical; Rice; Animals living, 
Cattle, Sheep and Lambs; Eggs; Hops; Oils, Coco-nut, Olive, Palm; Spices, Cinnamon, Ginger, Pepper; Onions; Potatoes; 
Tomatoes; Cocoa, raw; Coffee; Currants; Raisins; Hemp, Dressed and undressed Tow or codilla; Jute, Raw jute, jute 
Yarn, jute Manuf.; Silk, raw silk thrown silk and Yarn, silk Manuf.; Caoutchouc; Bark Peruvian; Bark for tanning; Dyes, 
Indigo; Paper; Sugar, refined, unrefined; Wine; Tobacco, unmanufactured; Mahogany;  
 
Excluded due to double counting:  Beef - counted land embodied in Tallow; Cotton seeds - counted land embodied 
in cotton; Flax dressed and undresses- counted land in flaxseed; Ham- counted land embodied in bacon; Hides - 
counted land embodied in tallow; Lard-counted land embodied in bacon; Pork - counted land embodied in bacon; 
Rosin - counting land embodied in turpentine; Molasses- counted land embodied in sugar; Rosin - counting land 
embodied in turpertine 
 


